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Funex Coin

A revolutionary cryptocurrency
A digital currency that enables easy, safe, & fast cryptographic operations.
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Introduction

The world is evolving with the advancement of technology and innovation. 
Technology is making everything easier and faster, however, it is a little bit 
complicated to understand how it works.

Digitalization is becoming a new necessity. The world is changing really 
fast, and we are left with no choice but to adapt and go with it. 
Cryptocurrency is one of the innovations which is getting so much 
attention these days.

Cryptocurrency is one of the most efficient types of currency which 
makes financial operation much easier. It is becoming one of the popular 
modes of payment on different platforms. This is why we created the 
Funex Club.
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Introduction to Funex Club

Funex Club is a Crypto ecosystem that provides several products and 
services to simplify crypto operations. We aim to substitute fiat 
currencies with Cryptocurrency as it has a lot of benefits which include 
security, low transaction, cross-border transactions, decentralized, and 
so on.

In 2019, a team of crypto enthusiasts came across the thought of making 
crypto a prominent medium of payment and established the Funex club. 

In order to make it widely accessible, and available to every individual they 
came up with a solution that would be effective over the long run in the 
form of the Funex Club.

Funex Club went through difficult roads during every phase of its 
development, which has resulted in significant achievements. As a result, 
it has grown into a flawless, fully-functioning crypto ecosystem today. Till 
now Funex has launched some amazing products which include,

Funex Club has developed a blockchain-based gaming platform in which 
players can utilize Funex coins as gaming currency with Funex’s wallets. 
Users will get a simple and seamless experience with our blockchain-
based and crypto-based gaming.

 Funex wallet (Centralized Wallet
 Funex Pro wallet (Decentralized Wallet
 Funex Coin (Native Coin
 Gaming Universe
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Funex Club’s Mission & Vision

Funex Club’s objective is to provide complete solutions to each crypto 
holder for every kind of requirement. At this time, we created an amazing 
team of highly skilled developers and technicians that are responsible for 
supervising the development process. Our team is currently working on a 
variety of products in order to provide crypto holders with A to Z solutions 
to conduct several crypto operations with the Funex Club. We have also 
developed a native token- Funex coin which is made to make crypto 
transactions within the Funex Club ecosystem and games.

At  We are looking forward to making our crypto token 
 the most valuable and multi-utility token so that it can be used on 

different platforms to make payments or transactions. To make it the most 
secure cryptocurrency we developed our token using multiple token 
standards which include, 

 Funex Club, “Funex 
coin”

ETH20, BEP20, and TRC20.

We are working on applications and crypto platforms with the most 
advanced technologies. With all the skills and knowledge we have we are 
making our products with an easy to use interface. There are several 
things we are working on, some of which are:
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Simple UI: Our platform is easy-to-use, and anyone can proceed with 
transactions and other operations within a few seconds with 2-3 taps.

Gaming crypto: With Funex Club, users will experience the unparalleled 
universe of gaming which will allow them to access all the products of 
Funex Club. Users will be able to use Funex coins as a gaming currency, 
and their wallets will be used as a medium to store rewards and coins.

Multi-utility crypto: Funex’s products are developed not only for the 
Funex club ecosystem but for other platforms as well. Funex coin is 
developed with the aim of making it a multi-utility cryptocurrency all over 
the world and with time we are achieving our objectives.

Crypto for Web2 and Web3: Users of Funex are able to use Funex's coins 
and wallets on web2 platforms and applications. Despite this, the security 
provided by web3 technologies is not compromised in any way.
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Funex Club Ecosystem

Funex Club is a revolutionary crypto ecosystem that provides users with 
crypto-related products, services, and platforms to facilitate the quick, 
safe, and easy processing of cryptocurrency transactions.

Funex 2.0

Funex Pro Wallet

Funex Exchange
Funex NFT

Gaming

Funex Coin

Metaverse
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Why we created Funex Club

The four main reasons behind the birth of Funex Coins:

To bring cryptocurrency within everyone's 
reach by enlarging its availability & usage.

To Provide complete solutions to each crypto 
holder for every kind of requirement.

To give the gaming industry a dedicated 
gaming-friendly cryptocurrency.

To promote crypto gaming 
with our Gaming universe.

Funex Club Products & Services

At Funex Club, we're dedicated to enhancing every aspect of your gaming 
journey and crypto operations. We've developed a range of top-tier 
products to seamlessly integrate into your lifestyle, making your 
interactions with both gaming and cryptocurrency ventures smoother 
and better than ever before. We Integrate rewards and loyalty programs 
that incentivize gamers to use the wallet for in-game purchases and 
activities.



https://coinsbit.io/trade_classic
https://www.bitmart.com/trade/en-US?layout=pro&theme=light&symbol=FUNEX_USDT
https://localtrade.cc/trade_classic/FUNEX_USDT
https://vindax.com/exchange-base.html?symbol=FUNEX_USDT
https://sunswap.com/#/scan/detail/TMYBRDphyekK3JR31RuthpUx6N8Qcj6Wao
https://etherscan.io/token/0xD6e460F70e1CF60E55B770f66E568B44bf3657d0
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa07c39f8df11ca675f77efc19501e3dddacd03ed
https://tronscan.org/#/token20/TMYBRDphyekK3JR31RuthpUx6N8Qcj6Wao
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Funex Wallet

Funex wallet is built using a combination of various technologies, 
including software development frameworks, Blockchain, and security 
protocols. It has user-friendly interfaces and implements robust security 
measures.

To develop the Funex wallet, each team member used their own unique 
skills, approach, and stack of technologies based on their specific goals 
and requirements to make it suitable and easy to access for everyone.

The Funex Wallet offers the most rewarding staking program available 
across the cryptocurrency industry. Users can earn decent rewards by 
staking a portion of their cryptocurrency. Users have a variety of stake 
options to pick from which contain various cryptocurrencies, time periods, 
and the amount.

Funex Wallet is made with multi-blockchain which means it supports 
multiple cryptocurrencies based on various chains. Funex Wallet is flexible 
in accepting & storing more than 25 cryptocurrencies yet.

 Instant Operation
 Easy-to-use U
 Super Smooth Experienc
 High-End Securit
 Topnotch Privac
 Easy-to-use Design

Staking program

Multi-Blockchain Support
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Funex Pro Wallet

Funex Pro Wallet is designed specifically for crypto and gaming 
enthusiasts to offer a secure and convenient way to manage in-game 
assets, purchase virtual goods with cryptocurrencies, and interact with 
blockchain-based gaming platforms. This wallet can cater to the unique 
needs of gamers who want to seamlessly integrate cryptocurrencies into 
their gaming experience.

 Securely store and manage in-game asset
 Enable easy transfers and trades of in-game assets with other players
 User-friendly interface to view and organize gaming assets within the 

walle
 Users get their private keys and ensure the safety of their gaming 

assets.
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Technologies used in wallet

With Funex's wallets, get a user-friendly mobile experience. The Funex 
Wallet mobile app, developed using Flutter, ensures a smooth and intuitive 
interface for smooth crypto and gaming including robust private key 
management.

Users will Dive into the world of crypto and gaming through our web app, 
powered by Laravel PHP. We provide seamless navigation and powerful 
features, all designed to simplify crypto operations and enhance your 
gaming journey.

Our robust backend API management ensures seamless communication 
between the mobile and web applications. This enables real-time 
updates, secure transactions, and a cohesive experience across 
platforms.

Flutter-Powered Mobile App:

Laravel PHP Web App:

Robust Backend API Management:
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Blockchain-based games

Gaming is more than just a hobby – it's a passion. That's why we've 
developed cutting-edge products that take your gaming escapades to 
new heights. Funex's Blockchain-based games elevate your gaming and 
crypto journey. Users will earn cryptocurrencies, NFTs, and many rewards 
with our play-to-earn gaming concept.

Our cryptocurrency, wallets, and blockchain-based games are a gateway 
to a new era of interactive experiences where passion and technology 
unite. Players will be able to use their Funex coin to play and earn in these 
games.  We want to unlock a realm of possibilities that will forever 
transform how you view gaming and cryptocurrencies.

 Games that seamlessly blend the thrill of gaming with the limitless 
potential of blockchain technology.

 Uncover hidden treasures in the form of digital assets, NFTs, and 
tokens, adding an exciting layer of value to your gaming 
accomplishments

 Immerse yourself in the world of interactive non-fungible tokens 
(NFTs), where each in-game achievement is a digital masterpiece that 
you can own, trade, and cherish

 Earn blockchain-based rewards for your accomplishments, levelling up 
your crypto portfolio while you master the virtual world.

Type of games

8 Ball Pool- It is a very popular game that can be played by two 
players. In this game, players try to pot the balls (stripes or 
solids) and then the 8 balls to win.

9 Ball Pool- This game is similar to 8 Ball Pool where players 
must pot the balls in numerical order to win the game.
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Baccarat- Baccarat is a game of luck in which players have to 
guess the result to win the rewards and game.

Connect4- it’s a turn-based 2-player game where players get 
turns dropping colored discs from the top into a vertically 
suspended grid, with the objective of getting four of their own 
of the same color consecutively in a line.

High & low- A simple game where players bet whether the next 
card will be higher or lower than the previous one.

Roulette- A casino game where players bet on which number or 
color a ball will land on a spinning wheel.

Sicbo- A dice game where players bet on the outcome of rolling 
three dice.

Rummy- A group of matching-card games, often involving 
forming sets or runs of cards.

Chess- It is a very popular strategic board game played 
between two players where the objective is to checkmate the 
opponent's king.
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Sudoku- A number puzzle game where players fill a 9x9 grid 
with digits so that each column, each row, and each of the nine 
3x3 subgrids that compose the grid contain all of the digits 
from 1 to 9.

Teenpatti- It is a card game which can be played by 3-6 players 
where players bet based on the strength of their cards. It is 
similar to poker and originated in India.

Solitaire- A single-player game where the goal is to move all 
cards to foundation piles, following specific rules.

Tic Tac Toe- A simple two-player game where players take 
turns marking a 3x3 grid, attempting to get three of their marks 
in a row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.

Black Jack- A casino game where players try to reach a hand 
value as close to 21 as possible without exceeding it, while also 
trying to beat the dealer's hand.
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Funex Pro Wallet Apps Security

Private Key or Seed Phrase

Backup and Recovery

Enhancing Safety with Blockchain

The 12-digit Seed Phrase can be used to log in to your Funex wallet 
account on any device. For us, your security is our top priority. That's why 
we've implemented strict and advanced security measures – your seed 
phrase stays securely within your phone at all times.

While your seed phrase remains within your phone, we strongly 
recommend that you create a secure backup of your seed phrase. This 
backup should be stored in a safe and separate location, away from your 
phone, to ensure that you can recover your wallet in case of any 
unforeseen circumstances.

At Funex Club, we leverage the power of blockchain technology to provide 
you with a secure, transparent, and trustworthy platform for managing 
your assets. Blockchain technology ensures the safety and transparency 
of your financial transactions and holdings.

Note: The Seed Phrase is of crucial importance. It is used to sign in or 
recover your Funex wallet account. The Seed Phrase should be kept 
with the utmost safety. If it is lost, there is no other way to recover your 
account.
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Use what you like to unlock your Funex Wallet

Once you log in to your Funex app, you can perform the following

 Check Dashboar

 Transfer Fund

 Store Fund

 Check Histor

 Check Chart

 Stake Cryptos, and so on…

Biometric /

 fingerprint

Face Unlock

Pin LockPassword
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Funex Club's Availability

Funex 2.0

Funex Staking Reward Program

Funex Club products and services can be accessed via websites and 
mobile applications for both Android & iOS users. We also have a website 
on which you'll find each of our services & products.

The mobile wallet applications are available on 
 They provide a fast & smooth UI and a never-seen-before 

crypto wallet app experience.

Google Play Store & Apple 
App Store.

Funex's Staking Reward Program is a 
 We're proud to present one of the most rewarding Staking 

programs in the industry.

game-changer in the world of crypto 
rewards.

With Funex your crypto earnings grow exponentially with every referral 
you make. Our Staking Program offers flexible tenures, you can choose 
the time period and amount for staking your coins.

But that's not all – our referral program takes your rewards to a whole new 
level. As a Funex wallet user, you have the opportunity to earn a 
percentage of the coins staked by new users you refer. The most exciting 
part? This chain of rewarding processes extends up to 8 levels, which 
means you earn a reward till the 8th stake. The users need to follow 
mandatory guidelines to claim the staking rewards.

Benefits of Staking with Funex

By staking your coins, you create a pathway to earn rewards that align 
with your financial goals. To claim your rewards, follow our simple 
guidelines and get a seamless and rewarding experience.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.funex.coin
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/funex-crypto-bitcoin-wallet/id1617996833
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/funex-crypto-bitcoin-wallet/id1617996833
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Tech Stack in Staking Reward Program

Purpose of Providing Rewards

How do we get rewards up to 8 levels?

Funex provides you with a seamless and rewarding staking experience. 
Our off-chain rewards mechanism, powered by NodeJS and MySQL, is the 
backbone of our rewards calculation process which ensures accuracy, 
efficiency, and transparency in calculating and distributing staking 
rewards.

At Funex, we value your presence within our ecosystem. By staking your 
assets and remaining active over an extended period, you're allowing 
Funex's fast growth and development. Your continuous participation in 
our platform contributes to the platform's stability, liquidity, and overall 
success. As a gesture of gratitude, we offer rewards for your commitment 
with a share of the benefits generated through this collaborative effort. 
We also reward users for staying longer in the game environment.

A refers to inviting user B to create an account on Funex Club. B accepts 
the referral, creates an account, and stakes her Funex coins. Now A will 
receive a percentage of B's stacked coins as referral rewards.

This benefit program will continue for 8 levels. It means that if B refers to C 
- A & B will both receive the benefits. If C refers to D- C, B, & A will receive a 
percentage of D's stacked coins as referral rewards.

At last, if refers to H - G, F, E, D, C, B, & A - all will receive the benefits. The 8-
level referral cycle will now be completed. The referral cycle will continue 
for others in the same manner as A.

Note: The reward percentage will keep declining as the cycle chain moves 
forward. The user will receive the highest referral reward percentage for 
level 2 and the lowest for level 8.

Your rewards will be granted in the form of Funex Coins. As you participate 
in our Staking Reward Program, you're not only growing your crypto 
holdings but also entering the ever-expanding and innovative world of 
Funex.
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Funex Club Roadmap

Funex Club embarked on a remarkable journey – one characterized by 
experiences, a symphony of highs and lows, achievements & flaws since 
the project's beginning. Our journey has been adorned with 
achievements. Through it all, our commitment to innovation, growth, and 
your satisfaction remains unwavering. As Funex Club's journey carries on, 
we want you to join us on this exhilarating expedition.

January 2019

Funex's Journey 

BeginswithResearch & 

Concept Creation

April 2020

Funex Coin Development 
began on Quark Algorithm

January 2021

Funex Mobile & Web Wallet 
Development Started

September 2019

The Initial Website & 
Whitepaper got Designed

December 2020

Bitcoin talk Forum got 
Released & Quark-Based 
Coin Ready for Beta Testing

August 2021

Funex Coin Deployed on 
Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

START
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October 2021

Funex Coin Deployed on 
Ethereum (ERC20) & Tron 

Blockchain (TRC20)

December 2021

Funex TRC20 Token Listed on 
VinDAX (Centralized Exchange)

February 2022

Multichain Wallet Development 
Started

April 2022

Funex Coin Staking Program 
Introduced & Mobile Wallet 

Upgraded

July 2022

Funex Pro Development 
Started

November 2021

Funex Coin Listed on 
SunSwap (Decentralized 
Exchange)

January 2022

Funex New website design

March 2022

Funex Coin Ecosystem 
Developed

June 2022

New Blockchain Support 
Added Including BTC, ETH, 
LTC, BNB, DOGE, DASH, etc.
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August 2022

Funex Company Legal 
Incorporation Started

Funex Airdrop 10th - 15th

Funex Coin ICO

October 2022

Funex Pro Launch

December 2022

Funex BitMart

August 2023

Metaverse Casino Game 
Development and the Funex 
Club's journey will continue 
to progress..

September 2022

3rd Sept. - Funex Listing on 
LocalTrade


5 Sept - 25 Sept Funex Coin IEO 
on Coinsbit


Coinsbit Listing - 30 Sept. 2022

November 2022

BNB & Polygon Chain Integrated

40+ New Coin Support Enabled

March 2023

Funex Centralized Exchange 
Development


